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check out the crochet flower bouquet patterns in the video after the break!
youll learn how to crochet flowers and how to make them unique. im sure
youll enjoy this crochet flower bouquet pattern! its super easy, and you can
easily make it using a few yarns from your stash! so give it a try! youre
gonna love it! you will be building your flower through rounds of sc. you will
work 1 sc in each of the 4 colors. the petals on the flowers that are in the
center of the bouquet are going to be worked with 3 sc in each color. at the
end of the last round you will crochet a stem that runs through each flower
of the bouquet! for each round youll make 1 sc of each color until you reach
the last round which you will crochet the vase. but before you crochet the
vase, crochet one of the flower petals using a round of sc in each of the 4
colors and 3 sc in the center of the flower. for this project you need to use 4
different colors. i chose to use red heart super saver in colorado (light pink),
hickory farms in cream (green), cascade yarns cascade in blue (blue), and
cascade yarns cascade in pink (orange). start with the first round and you
will crochet a circle with 10 sc in each color. then crochet the next round
with 3 sc in each of the 4 colors. from here you will crochet each sc in each
of the 4 colors so that you get this lovely even sc in your round! the
download of this free knitted flower pattern is marked as crochet but this
shouldnt put you off as this is probably one of the easiest knitting patterns
youll find online. this crochet flower pattern is really easy to follow and
includes a tons of helpful photos throughout the tutorial. the instructions
come as two separate pdf files so you can print as many pages as you need
for either a single flower or for all three, as this is what weve done here to
create one vase and two bouquets.
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